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Videotage, Cattle Depot Artist
Village, Hong Kong. Courtesy
of Videotage, Hong Kong.

N

ostalgia is a curious sentiment to experience in a
slaughterhouse—a site of designated carnage and cruelty
customarily shunned by the public. In Hong Kong’s redeveloped

Cattle Depot Artist Village, originally built in 1908 and functioning as a
cattle quarantine and slaughter centre for nearly a century, the colonial
red-bricked walls evoke an uncanny poetry of the derelict and the macabre.
Housed within the Depot’s vine-covered tiles is thirty-year-old media art
collective Videotage, one of the city’s first and longest-running independent
artist-run spaces, which recently hosted its 30th anniversary exhibition, No
References: A Revisit of Hong Kong Video and Media Art from 1985, from
May 19 to June 15, 2016.
As the city’s first self-declared video and media art retrospective, No
References posed a unique and challenging task given the increasingly
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fraught political relations between Hong Kong and mainland China—
not least, perhaps, for Beijing-based curator Su Wei. In a city known for
its highly organized and publicized protest art,1 the exhibition exuded a
refreshingly unassuming simplicity. Enclosed in humble and often personal
micro-narratives, the works’ lack of any prescribed agenda opens up new
possibilities of interpretation, remembering, and re-imagining. The result
is a quiet, thoughtfully curated exhibition that invites, or indeed demands,
an “inward” turn. Boldly eschewing the dazzling immersion and ultrainteractivity of fashionable new media and digital art shows today, No
References gently yet insistently asked more of its audiences, imploring
reflexivity and the awakening of deeper hungers, hopes, and fears.
Anchoring the show was a medley of works hailing from Videotage’s
founding decade in the 1980s and 1990s. The single-channel Great Movement
(1993–95/2016), a work by former Videotage director Ellen Pau, opened
the exhibition with its simple wide sea panorama featuring a lone blinking
lighthouse perched on the deserted precipice of Hong Kong’s southeastern
peninsula. Created prior to the 1997 handover, and also using images
appropriated from 1950s and 60s government news clips, Great Movement
evokes multiple poignant narratives: nostalgia for the past; trepidation
towards what is to come; and meditations on time, memory, and identity.
Ellen Pau, Great Movement,
1993–95/2016, video
installation. Courtesy of the
artist and Videotage, Hong
Kong.

Ellen Pau’s artist statement alludes
offhandedly to 1997, observing that the
stalwart lighthouse “accompanied [Hong
Kong] through the 1997 handover.”2 This is
the closest No References comes to broaching
the subject of Hong Kong’s complex
relationship with its motherland, with Su
Wei’s curatorial preferences favouring the
personal over the political, and ambiguity
over explicit rhetoric. Another early piece,
May Fung’s A Letter to Mo (1995), or
“A video letter to my friend about China,”3 as she writes in her artist
statement, ventures bravely in the opposite direction by capturing candid
documentary scenes of Yangtze River (Chang Jiang) boatmen heroically
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May Fung, A Letter to Mo,
1995, video, 25 mins. Courtesy
of the artist and Videotage,
Hong Kong.

battling mighty tides, and her work professes frank admiration and even
affection for her neighbours to the north.
May Fung’s A Letter to Mo is juxtaposed with one of her more recent works.
She Said Why Me (2016) is a hypnotic montage of a middle-aged woman
(the artist herself) performing an eccentric pseudo-Tai Chi dance against
various backdrops of contemporary Hong Kong. With unmoving feet
rooted firmly to the ground, May Fung’s arm and upper body movements
are stilted and laborious, her facial expressions focused and engrossed to
a comical degree. As she loiters, stationary, front-and-centre, a shadow of
her former self canters about in slow motion throughout an assortment of
city tableaux: towering skyscrapers, parks, busy streets, and balding paddy
fields. “She does not run amok in the city anymore,” she writes in her
statement. “This was once her city, but now it is no longer hers. Did the city
reject her, or did she reject it instead?”4
Left: May Fung, She Said Why
Me, 2016, video, 10 mins., 46
secs. Courtesy of the artist and
Videotage, Hong Kong.
Right: Ip Yuk-yiu, Another Day
of Depression in Kowloon,
2012, video, 15 mins., 50 secs.
Courtesy of the artist and
Videotage, Hong Kong.

May Fung’s question tugs at the heartstrings of a city long plagued by
a crisis of identity and self-definition. She Said Why Me’s contrast of
motionlessness versus movement, and, further, that of what appears to be
fruitless movement within non-movement, teases out a chilling sensation
of being hopelessly, irredeemably trapped. “She is not moving now, staying
put,”5 May Fung declares in her statement—an observation that may
well apply to Hong Kong’s entire troubled collective psyche. For all our
demonstrations, high-profile protests, and annual rallies and marches, are
we actually moving forward or spinning in circles?
She Said Why Me evokes a hint of frustrated stagnation, especially when
juxtaposed against the beguiling freedom and upwards-and-onwards
movement expressed in May Fung’s earlier A Letter to Mo from two decades
ago. This undercurrent of oppression and inertia builds as one progresses
through the exhibition, where Jamsen Law’s Digesting Patience (2000) stars
a couch potato methodically shoveling food into his mouth as he watches
TV; Otto Li’s Soundtracking # John Cage 4’33” (2012) coagulates silence
into an exquisite yet inanimate sculpture; and Ip Yuk-yiu’s Another Day of
Depression in Kowloon (2012), a series of haunting digital portraits of Hong
Kong refashioned from video game landscapes, features an abandoned
city that appears lifeless and melancholic. A trace of wistful nostalgia
prevails particularly in some of the more recent works, from Bryan Chung’s
meditation on obsolete computer codes in 50. Shades of Grey (2015) to
Solomon Yu’s reminiscing VHS tape archiving project Recording TV—A
VHS Tape Collection Project (2015–present), heightening the sense of muted,
contemplative stasis.
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Otto Li, Soundtracking # John
Cage 4'33," 2012, installation.
Courtesy of the artist and
Videotage, Hong Kong.

Left: Bryan Chung, 50. Shades
of Grey, 2015, installation.
Courtesy of the artist and
Videotage, Hong Kong.
Right: Solomon Yu, Recoding
TV—A VHS Tape Collection
Project, 2015–ongoing,
installation. Courtesy of the
artist and Videotage, Hong
Kong.

What gradually emerges is an elusive yet potent internal struggle. The
underlying sense of inertia in Su Wei’s selection of works by Hong Kong
artists belies an invisible process of identity formation—one in which
subjectivity is painstakingly constructed, consciously or otherwise, via
alternative assimilation and rejection of historical, sociopolitical, and
geographical narratives. Deliberately eschewing the grand pre- and posthandover chronology that frames and dominates traditional accounts of
Hong Kong contemporary history, Su Wei delves deeper into the micro
problematics that interweave individual lives, collective hopes and fears,
and local artistic production. What he finds is a laboured resistance “against
both singularity and universality,” as Su Wei puts it in his curatorial essay,
or a schizophrenic back-and-forth between the acceptance (or ingestion,
as per Law’s Digesting Patience)6 and refusal (or rejection, per Fung’s
She Said Why Me)7 of externally prescribed norms and propaganda. We
simultaneously seek comprehension and belonging as well as rupture
and rebellion, with the opposing push-and-pull ultimately resulting in an
apparent deadlock. Echoing Fung’s question: Did the city reject us, or did
we reject it instead?
Rejection is, in fact, a fundamental aspect in the construction of selfhood
and identity. For Bulgarian-French philosopher Julia Kristeva, subjectivity
and individuation is preceded by a state of abjection in which we separate
ourselves from our mother—a literal and symbolic “rejection” of the
maternal. As Kristeva herself puts it in her seminal essay Powers of Horror:
An Essay on Abjection, the abject is the state of “archaism of pre-objectal
relationship [characterized by] the immemorial violence with which a
body becomes separated from another body in order to be,”8 Prior to
a child’s birth, the mother is not yet “object” distinguished by the child
but “abject”: a liminal space that is at once self and other. Even after the
initial separation of birth, the abject continues to manifest throughout
a subject’s development in whatever disturbs, infringes, or encroaches
upon its borders, identity, and meaning,9 exemplified in the instinctive
physical revulsion and disgust we experience upon encountering “border-
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threatening” substances such as bodily fluids, excretions and other
unspeakable horrors.
Both Su Wei and Ellen Pau quote Kristeva’s Essay on Abjection in the No
References exhibition catalogue, likening Great Movement’s lighthouse to
local artistic and creative consciousness doomed to be forever vigilant
against ever-invading seas. One wonders, however, whether either are
aware of just how apt and fitting the Kristevian abject is in the context
of the exhibition—firstly in light of the slaughterhouse setting, a place
where gruesome animal innards, fluids, and waste are routinely cast off;
and secondly in light of postcolonial Hong Kong’s conflicted maternal
relationship with mainland China. As one wanders gingerly through the
Cattle Depot’s grimy halls, whose renovated walls and floors are still want
of whitewashing and carpeting, one’s musings on Hong Kong identity
becomes particularly visceral and exigent. Almost two decades after Hong
Kong’s return to its “mother”-land, what can be said of her seemingly futile
efforts of resistance and self-constitution?
At this point, prompted perhaps by the seaward-looking beams emanating
from Ellen Pau’s lighthouse, the nautical notion of le point vélique, put
forth by French philosopher Gaston Bachelard, comes to mind. Le point
vélique is the very specific convergence point between the rival energies
of wind and wave that allows a sail to quiver upright, motionless yet
brimming with potential energy. Albeit stationary and unmoving, the
critical moment of stillness prior to actual movement constitutes “a singular
equipoise of intensities, a fertile comingling of immobility and movement,
a still point that generates dynamic propulsion.”10 Such a powerful image
awards meaning and even militancy to the exhibition’s ostensible inertia:
for all her seemingly lackluster, futile, or even crippled movements, perhaps
Hong Kong is set to take flight.
What le point vélique highlights is the formidable agency in internal
subjective resistance. The apparent lack of actual displacement stands
witness to a productive impasse whereby the desire for self-constitution
and autonomy faces looming forces of invasion and encroachment; again,
the abject. There can be no acceleration without friction; in the same way,
identity can only be constituted and strengthened through resistance to
trials and threats. While the abject ostensibly manifests itself as a threat to
identity; that is, a potential breakdown in the distinction between self and
other, it is also, simultaneously, a critical “reminder of life itself ”:11 it being
the “ambiguous threshold both essential to and threatening of the tenuous
individuation of the subject (emphasis supplied).”12 In other words the
abject, and our instinctual rejection of it, enlivens a subject and affirms
its existence: the menace of the seas constitutes the watchfulness of the
threatened lands; without sea there would be no vigilant lighthouse.
It is therefore argued that No References forges an alternative politics of
potent internal resistance. The exhibition’s stillness effects a transformative
slowing of time that demands introspection via silence and self-examination
via external stasis. Genuine resistance does not need to be loud and two
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Samson Young, Muted
Situations #1: Muted Classical
Quartet, 2014, video, 17 mins.,
10 secs., and #2 Muted Lion
Dance, 2014, video, 7 mins., 21
secs. Courtesy of the artist and
Videotage, Hong Kong.

works by Samson Young that powerfully conclude the show most aptly
demonstrate such a view. Screened side-by-side, Muted Situations #1:
Muted Classical Quartet (2014) and #2: Muted Lion Dance (2014) feature,
respectively, a string quartet performance and traditional Chinese lion dance
in which the “dominant sound-producing constituents [are] suppressed,”13
per Samson Young’s artist statement. With the performances continuing
“without a diminution in the energy normally exerted,” according to
Young’s instructions, the silence of the muted melody, as well as the absence
of the lion dance’s customarily bombastic drumbeats, effects an uncanny
intensification of emotions and energies.
With both silence and stillness, therefore, No References makes itself heard,
deep in the entrails of a reincarnated slaughterhouse in Hong Kong.
Samson Young’s artist statement is worth quoting in full:
The muting of sound layers does not translate into silence;
nor does it equate to emptiness. Rather, the act of muting
is an intensely focused re-imagination and re-construction
of the auditory experience. It involves the conscious
suppression of dominant voices as a way to uncover
the unheard and the marginalized, or to reveal hitherto
unconscious assumptions about hearing and sounding.14
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